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The	views	and	opinions	expressed	in	this	presentation	are	those	of	the	author	
and	do	not	necessarily	reflect	the	official		policy	or	position	of	any	agency	of	the	
U.S.	government.	Any	resemblance to	actual	policies,	living	or	dead,	or	actual	
events	is purely	coincidental.



Design	for	20	years
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Generations	are	distinct
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Generations	overlap
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Generational	surprises
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Generation Expectation Surprise

2G better voice	quality	(“digital!”) SMS

3G WAP web

4G IMS YouTube,
WhatsApp,
notifications

5G IoT	(low	latency) ?

underestimated	cost	and	fixed-equivalence	as	drivers



Lessons,	in	brief	
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Experience Lessons

VoLTE,	IMS avoid complexity
avoid	entanglement
plan	intercarrier	interfaces

Wi-Fi don’t	trust	the	RAN/AP

disaggregation	of
functions

clear	&	simple	interfaces
don’t	assume	trust	between	elements

app	stores keep it	application-neutral

FTTH,	backhaul cost re-use	backhaul where	you	can	find	it



5G	is	a	systems	standard
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Technology
component

Proposed application Less	exciting,	but	likely

mmWave 10	Gb/s	user	rates capacity in	stadiums
fixed	wireless?

edge
computing

IoT video	caching

M2M billions	&	billions	of	devices!
autonomous	vehicles!

electric meters

1 ms latency autonomous	vehicles! keep it	application-neutral

slicing QoS test networks,	VPNs

2G	à 3G	à 4G	à 5G	è increasing	number	of	technology	components



Changing	spectrum	
environment
Except	at	highest	frequencies,	all	new	spectrum	likely	to	be	shared
◦ e.g.,	3.5	GHz
◦ in	time	&	space

à need	frequency-agile	systems	that	can	shift	capacity	to	different	
bands,	quickly

à few	common	bands	for	consulting	spectrum	database
◦ now:	scan,	pray	&	wait
◦ 5G:	shared	band	à database
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Spectrum	sharing
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These mechanisms provide the regulator essen-
tial information about the bidders’ valuations for
the different models, and this information is
needed when choosing the suitable spectrum
access model for each band. Moreover, the new
models offer more spectrum packets, which
increases flexibility and may attract new bidders
into the auction. This may increase competition,
revenue, and social welfare. These mechanisms
do not, however, solve the problem of estimating
the value of unlicensed use, since no bids in the
auction represent the value of unlicensed prima-
ry and secondary bands.

CURRENT SPECTRUM
ACCESS MODELS

LICENSED AND UNLICENSED USE
Most of the valuable spectrum is licensed and
only a small percentage of the frequency bands
are left in unlicensed use. The licensing scheme,
also known as the exclusive use model, has
evolved over time as spectrum use and the inter-
est in spectrum has changed. Initially, the regu-
lator decided which radio services are offered,
who gets the licenses, and which technology is
used on each spectrum band. This is the com-
mand and control model [2, 3] (see Fig. 1). The
assigning of licenses was liberated from the FCC
to the market in 1993, when the commission was
given the authority to run auctions. The idea was
to grant the licenses to those who value them
the most and would probably implement the ser-
vices quickly. Moreover, the secondary markets
were created in 2004, which allows spectrum
trading and leasing. Flexibility has been further
increased by allowing the licensee to decide its
service and technology used. This technology
and service neutrality has been suggested in the
EU for 1350 MHz of spectrum in 2007, and it
was approved for the 800 MHz, 900/1800 MHz,
2.5–2.69 GHz, and 3.4–3.8 GHz bands in 2012.

The commons model was introduced in 1985
when the unlicensed use of low power devices
was allowed. The idea was to share the spectrum
among users and encourage the development of
industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) devices
in the unlicensed bands. This has created suc-
cessful technologies such as WiFi/WLAN and
Bluetooth. The commons model does not mean
that there are no rules as in the open access
model, but that the interference issues are con-
trolled by standards, radio etiquettes, and tech-
nology.

It has been widely debated whether the new
spectrum allocations should be licensed or
unlicensed [2, 3, 9]. The long-term licenses
serve large and centrally controlled networks
that require lots of spectrum, and they allow
the licensee to recover the huge investment
costs.  The unlicensed model,  on the other
hand, provides low cost spectrum and a test
bed for innovation. There are different kinds
of services that require different kinds of solu-
tions, and there is no winning spectrum access
model in spectrum management. The current
policy is to make more licensed and unlicensed
spectrum available, but new models are also
being considered.

HYBRID MODELS

The hybrid models offer more bundles of spec-
trum use rights by defining a new set of rules
that combine the benefits of licensed and unli-
censed use [10]. Several models have been sug-
gested that involve spectrum sharing and
dynamic spectrum access [4–7], but the new
models need to be tested before they can be
implemented widely in spectrum management.

The dynamic spectrum access models are typ-
ically classified into underlay and overlay sharing
(see Fig. 1). In the underlay approach, the
devices are restricted to very low transmit power
so that they do not cause any harmful interfer-
ence and no detection of primary user is
required. Underlay sharing was authorized by
the FCC in 2002, when the unlicensed use of
ultra-wideband (UWB) devices was allowed
between 3.1 to 10.6 GHz.

An overlay approach permits higher transmit
power that may cause interference, but the trans-
mission is only allowed at times or locations
where the spectrum is not occupied by the prima-
ry user. The usage is based on spectrum opportu-
nities that are also known as white spaces or
spectrum holes. The secondary unlicensed use of
the TV bands was authorized by the FCC in
2008. The devices have to connect to a database
that lists the available channels at the device’s
geographic location. A similar sharing arrange-
ment but different technological solution has
been adopted on 5.25–5.35 and 5.47–5.725 GHz
radar bands in 2006. The unlicensed WiFi sys-
tems are required to detect the radars, and select
the frequency and transmit power dynamically.

The unlicensed models may not provide suit-
able spectrum for applications that require a
guaranteed high quality of service. This issue
can be addressed by increasing coordination
between the users. The coordinated regulatory
solutions include light licensing, site registra-
tion, managed and private commons, where a
small number of parties operate on a licensed
band. For example, the FCC adopted light
licensing of the nationwide 3650–3700 MHz
band in 2007, where the licensees may pay a
small fee and they are obliged to cooperate in
order to avoid harmful interference. Shared
licenses of this type were auctioned in the UK
in 2006. The frequency band was 1781.7–1785
MHz paired with 1876.7–1880 MHz, and 12
licenses were awarded to the 16 bidders. The
coordination can also be managed by the
devices, and different technological solutions
have been suggested, e.g. cognitive control radio
and cognitive pilot channel [11].

Figure 1. The polar models of commons and exclusive use, and the hybrid
models in between.

Open access

Overlay sharing

Underlay sharing

Hybrid models

Auctions

Secondary
markets

Command
and

control
CommonsExclusive use

BERG_LAYOUT_Layout 1  8/1/13  4:13 PM  Page 163 How	much	politeness	&	
fairness	is	required?
à LTE-U	&	LTE-LAA	(license-
assisted,	listen-before-talk)
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Ideal	spectrum
Unused	or	cheap

Available	globally	(à important	for	consumer	goods	&	market	size)
◦ preferably	under	similar	licensing	conditions

No	noisy	or	sensitive	neighbors

Propagates	indoors	through	walls	and	glass

Not	affected	by	rain	or	leaves	outdoors

Wide	bands	(≥	5	MHz,	preferably	20	MHz+)

Is	paired	(uplink	&	downlink)

Can	be	processed	with	cheap	electronics	(Si,	not	GaAs)

Allows	small	antennas🦄🦄
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Spectrum	management
UNTIL	THE	2000S

Single	purpose

Fixed	technology	(modulation)

Exclusive	use

Narrow	bands	(except	TV)

Assume	single	radio	per	device

Worry	mostly	about	OOB	to	like

Spectral	efficiency	secondary

Single-country	

“MODERN”

Flexible	use

Flexible	technology

Shared,	over/underlay

At	least	5	MHz,	preferably	100

Multiple	(>	4)	XTR/RCV

Receiver	requirements?

Spectral	efficiency	matters

International	coordination
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Challenges	for	spectrum	
sharing

Unlicensed	~2000
• indoor	home
• indoor	enterprise
• campus
• -->	natural	separation
•only	power	rules	(no	
listen-before-talk	(CS)	
required)

Unlicensed	now
•secondary	public	SSID
•e.g.,	CableWiFi

• re-use	HFC/FTTH	backhaul
•One	band,	one	channel

Unlicensed	emerging
• LTE-U,	LAA
•what	are	the
“kindergarten”	rules?
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vs.

“high	tower,	high	power”
(TV,	cellular	downlink,	radar	transmitter)

• cellular	uplink
• radar	receiver
• GPS	receiver

Spectrum	co-existence
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Spectrum	roles

base-level	coverage
(particularly	rural)

urban	capacity indoor	&	capacity directional
capacity

400	– 800	MHz 1	– 3	GHz 3-6	GHz >	10	GHz

Digital	dividend
TV	incentive	auction

AWS-3 3.5	GHz mmWave R&O
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licensed	
band
user	2

The	filter	problem

licensed	band
user	1

guard	band
(wasted)

filter
(input	or	output)

Power	imbalance:
• cell	downlink:	100	W	ERP
• cell	uplink:	0.05	– 2	W
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TV	incentive	auction

initial
clearing	
goal

reverse
auction

(TV	stations)

forward
auction
(carriers)

TV	station	
participated	
&	got	bid?

1. go	off-air	(6	MHz)
2. multiplex	(share)
3. VHF

repack
(39	months)

forward	bids
insufficient	à
reduce	clearing	goal

144	MHz
(May	2016)

descending	clock	auction
à reduce	until	clearing	target	met
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next	
step

April	2017	✅



600	MHz	incentive	auction

 

Will competition for less spectrum drive unit prices up? – Forward auction 

When Stage 2 of the reverse auction ends, the forward auction would restart, but now they will 
be bidding on less spectrum. While their bids per spectrum block would likely rise, there are 
fewer spectrum blocks that would have winning bids. We suspect that the increase in price per 
block will offset the reduction of available blocks and the forward bidding amount at the end of 
Stage 2 would be larger than Stage 1. However, we recognize the risk that the reduction in the 
number of blocks could also lead to a downward spiral of auction values from the forward 
auction relative to what might have been bid in Stage 1. 

How many stages will it take? 

This auction is an iterative process based on the table above until the forward auction tops the 
ever declining bogey (provisional winning broadcaster bids + $1.75 billion of clearing costs 
+FCC administrative costs). The number of stages could be impacted by the amount of spectrum 
identified in the initial clearing target, as the reductions cannot skip spectrum depths identified in 
our table above. The length of each stage of the reverse auction should not be that long however 
given the set increments of each bid. We are also not certain how much time the FCC will need 
between stages to “repack” the spectrum band to a lower amount but the initial optimization 
program is expected to take weeks. Presumably the jigsaw puzzle gets easier with less spectrum 
to reassemble. 

Verizon continues to talk down spectrum value 

Many investors have grown increasing pessimistic about how much the forward bidders 
(wireless operators) will spend in the auction. This is largely driven by Verizon, which after 
losing out at the AWS-3 auction, made changes to its wireless management team and started 
talking up small cells and 28 GHz spectrum. Verizon’s latest mantra is that they wouldn’t have 
spent as much at AWS-3 had they known more about the benefits of small cells. They offer their 
Superbowl investment as evidence. We continue to investigate the Superbowl claims, but they 
sound similar to the prior curious claims by management about only using 40% of their 
spectrum. We haven’t heard that claim repeated since publishing this report on 10/6/15. (Link) 

5	MHz	uplink	
blocksradio	astronomy,	

medical	monitoring
5	MHz	downlink	

blocks

FirstNet
spectrum
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Incentive	auction	facts
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The Incentive Auction “By the Numbers”
Reverse Auction

$10.05 billion Revenues to winning broadcast stations

84 MHz Cleared by the reverse auction process

175 Winning stations

$304 million Largest individual station payout

$194 million Largest non-commercial station payout

30 Band changing winners (moved to low- or high-VHF)

36 Winning stations receiving more than $100 million

11 Non-commercial stations winning more than $100 million

Forward Auction

$19.8 billion Gross revenues (2nd largest in FCC auction history)

$19.3 billion Revenues net of requested bidding credits

$7.3 billion Auction proceeds for federal deficit reduction

70 MHz Largest amount of licensed low-band spectrum ever made available 
at auction

14 MHz Spectrum available for wireless mics and unlicensed use

2,776 License blocks sold (out of total of 2,912 offered)

$1.31 Average price/MHz-pop sold in Top 40 PEAs

$.93 Average price/MHz-pop sold nationwide

50 Winning bidders

23 Winning bidders seeking rural bidding credits

15 Winning bidders seeking small business bidding credits

The Incentive Auction “By the Numbers”
Reverse Auction

$10.05 billion Revenues to winning broadcast stations

84 MHz Cleared by the reverse auction process

175 Winning stations

$304 million Largest individual station payout

$194 million Largest non-commercial station payout

30 Band changing winners (moved to low- or high-VHF)

36 Winning stations receiving more than $100 million

11 Non-commercial stations winning more than $100 million

Forward Auction

$19.8 billion Gross revenues (2nd largest in FCC auction history)

$19.3 billion Revenues net of requested bidding credits

$7.3 billion Auction proceeds for federal deficit reduction

70 MHz Largest amount of licensed low-band spectrum ever made available 
at auction

14 MHz Spectrum available for wireless mics and unlicensed use

2,776 License blocks sold (out of total of 2,912 offered)

$1.31 Average price/MHz-pop sold in Top 40 PEAs

$.93 Average price/MHz-pop sold nationwide

50 Winning bidders

23 Winning bidders seeking rural bidding credits

15 Winning bidders seeking small business bidding credits
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https://law.duke.edu/innovationpolicy/spectrum-incentive-auction/



Forward	auction:	T-Mobile	&	
others

IMS	2017

$8B $6.2B
486	licenses

$1.7B
145M	POPS

$1B
18	PEAs
(has	700	MHz	spectrum)
FirstNet	spectrum



TV	white	spaces	(US)
First	large-scale	spectrum	database

But	limited	use	in	the	US
◦ number	of	channels
◦ power	levels
◦ equipment
◦ available	mostly	in	rural	areas,	not	urban
◦ change	after	incentive	auction

Leonia,	NJ

Amherst,	MA
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3.5	GHz	band

FSS:	C	Band	(3.625–4.200)
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Outside the US, these frequencies are used for fixed and mobile access in many 
areas, including Japan and Europe, on a licensed basis. As such, they are 
increasingly considered target bands for 5G deployments. The increased interest 
in the 3.5 GHz spectrum is welcome. It is a frequency that has been underutilized 
for a long time, but it is attractive now because it is well suited to using small 
cells to fulfill the densification requirements that mobile operators have in high-
density areas.  

Global deployments in the 3.5 GHz frequencies also have a positive impact on 
CBRS because they accelerate the addition of 3.5 GHz support to devices. It has 
to be kept in mind, however, that a device designed for 3.5 GHz outside the US 
will not be able to access CBRS, because it does not meet the FCC requirements 
that would enable it to coordinate transmission with the CBSD. But devices can 
support both CBRS and ITU bands 42 and 43, and with this configuration the 
combination of US, Europe and Asia can drive a faster adoption of 3.5 GHz in 
mobile phones than if the band were available only in the US. 

CBRS uses a three-tiered access model, with the other lower tiers designed to 
give new players different levels of access to the CBRS band: 

▪ Tier 1: Incumbents. The protection of access for incumbent users (military 
radars, FSS, WISPs) in CBRS means they can use the band as allocated to 
them as they choose, without any requirement to coordinate transmission 
with other users.  

▪ Tier 2 – Priority Access License (PAL). Reserved to licensed users in the 
3550–3650 MHz band, in 10 MHz TDD channels. The duration of a license is 
still under discussion, but the expectation is that it will be 6 years. The FCC 
has not yet announced when and how it plans to issue the licenses, but 
they will be assigned on a census-tract basis – i.e., for small areas (there are 
74,000 census tracts in the US, and they typically have a population of 
1,200 to 8,000). Each area will have at most seven channels, and no 
licensee can have more than four licenses per census track. PAL licensees 
have to give priority to incumbents’ use, but within their assigned 

channel(s) they have priority over tier 3 users. They have to be able to 
coordinate access with the SAS.  

▪ Tier 3 – General Authorized Access (GAA). Anyone can use the CBRS band 
under the GAA provision, as long as there is a channel available, and the 
user is registered and authorized, and can coordinate transmission with the 
SAS. The entire CBRS band – 3550–3700 MHz – is available for GAA, 
including PAL channels when not in use, with a minimum of 80 MHz and a 
maximum of 150 MHz in each area. GAA users have no protection, and 
they have to accommodate tier 1 and tier 2 users: their access is 
opportunistic, although at each given location, the availability of CBRS 
spectrum should, to a good extent, be predictable. The SAS allocates 
transmission rights to tier 3 users.  
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Protecting incumbent users 

The success of CBRS is predicated on its ability to protect access for incumbent 
users. As a result, FCC regulations rightly go to great lengths to ensure it does 
that (see table below). During the initial deployment, PAL and GAA users cannot 
deploy in any of the areas where federal or FSS users are located. This is a major 
issue, since they are mostly located along the two coasts (see graph below), 
where most of the population lives and where the need for the additional CBRS 
spectrum is greatest. Eventually, with the introduction of ESC (see below), PAL 

and GAA users will be able to use CBRS spectrum when incumbent users do not 
use it – and this is most of the time in most locations. 

Still, the issue of exclusion zones is one of the most frequently mentioned as 
casting uncertainty over CBRS’s success. While initially the exclusions will have a 
large impact, establishment of the ESC and SAS will lead to the introduction of 
spectrum sharing mechanisms that are more dynamic. This will make it possible 
to efficiently use 3.5 GHz spectrum that incumbent users do not need, without 
impacting their ability to use it as they wish. Simply, this is because incumbent 
users do not use the spectrum extensively – and this is why 3.5 GHz is an 
excellent candidate for spectrum sharing.  

 CBRS incumbent users (tier 1) 

3550–3650 
MHz 

Military radars – shipborne: 17 ships homeported in 
Norkfolk, VA; San Diego, CA; and Seattle, WA 
Activity to be monitored via ESC 

3650–3700 
MHz 

Military radars – ground-based: in St. Inigoes, MD; 
Pensacola, FL; and Pascagoula, MS 
Activity to be monitored via ESC 

3600–3700 
MHz 

FSS earth stations – receive: 35 sites, mostly along the 
coasts 
PAL and GAA not allowed around these sites, so ESC is not 
necessary 

3650–3700 
MHz 

WISPs: thousands of networks 
Incumbent perations continue to be allowed under CBRS, 
but transition expected by 2020–2023 
Activity is not monitored by ESCs 

 Source: Senza Fili 



3.5	GHz	user	classes

Federal	users
Fixed	satellite	users	(FCC)

Priority	licenses	(PAL)
10	MHz	channels	in	3550-3650

General	authorized	use	(GAL)	

1

2

3

census	tract
≤	70	MHz
3-year	licenses
assigned	via	SAS

must	not	interfere
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ESC	(environmental	sensing	capability)	allows	
commercial	use	in	coastal	and	Great	Lakes	region



25

§ Note:	The	Commission’s	Fixed	Microwave	(Part	101)	and	Satellite	Communications	(Part	25)	
service	rules	govern	most	of	US	mobile	allocations	shown	above	

Source	:	Samsung	Communications	Research	Team

30-40	GHz	mmW overview
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MMW:	Spectrum	Frontiers	R&O
Core	Principles
◦ Identify	substantial	spectrum	in	MMW	bands	for	new	services
◦ Protect	incumbent	services	against	interference
◦ Flexible	use:		enable	market	to	determine	highest	valued	use
◦ Overlay	auctions	where	no	existing	assignments
◦ Provide	spectrum	for	both	licensed	and	unlicensed	use

R&O – 10.85	GHz	added	for	mobile	service	(July	2016)
◦ Licensed	bands	(3.85	GHz):	27.5-28.35	GHz;	37-38.6	GHz;	38.6-40	GHz	
◦ Unlicensed	bands	(7	GHz):	64-71	GHz

FNPRM – seeks	comment	on	another	18	GHz	&	above	95	GHz
◦ 24.25-24.45	GHz;	24.75-25.25	GHz;	31.8-33.4	GHz;	42-42.5	GHz;	47.2-50.2	GHz;	50.4-52.6	
GHz;	71-76	GHz;	81-86	GHz;	bands	above	95	GHz

Licensing,	operating	and	regulatory	rules
◦ Part	30:	Upper	Microwave	Flexible	Use	Service	(UMFUS)
◦ Geographic	area	licensing,	area	size,	band	plan,	license	term
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Conclusions
5G	is	no	one	thing
◦ and	some	of	the	“things”	may	be	secondary
◦ but	reducing	the	cost	per	

New	spectrum	is	one	key	differentiator	for	5G

New	bands	may	take	10+	years:	policy	negotiation	+	clearing/sharing	+	
deployment

Each	band	has	unique	challenges,	but	some	tools	emerging
◦ reverse	auctions	for	clearing	
◦ spectrum	databases,	enabled	by	multiple	radios	and	GPS
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